Further to POEA Advisory No. 7, Series of 2011, all Libya-based employers and recruitment agencies deploying workers to Libya are hereby directed to submit updated reports on the following:

1. names of deployed workers who were / are in Libya at the time of crisis
2. profile of repatriated workers from Libya (name, age, gender, skill category, employer/principal)
3. names of deployed workers still in Libya, or outside of Libya awaiting repatriation, including those who opted to stay in Libya
4. repatriation cost incurred by employer and/or agency
5. redeployment plan for repatriated workers

Concerned employers / agencies are given FORTY-EIGHT (48) HOURS to send their reports at pso_poea@yahoo.com and at doletaskforceme@yahoo.com.

For strict and immediate compliance.

CARLOS S. CAO, JR.
Administrator

14 March 2011